
TAISHO DEMOCRACY AND SHOCHIKU

Th, 1923 Kanto Earthquake continued what the Meiji Reformation had begun, the

I erosion of the Tokugawa-period foundations Llporr which traditionaIJapan had rested.

Though "feudal" elements rernained, the assumptions of the Tokr-rgawa governmeut were

hardly useful rn aworld where many of its creations had vanished.

Actually, the erosion had been going on for decades-the earthquake merely provided a

sense of closure. Upon the death of the Meiji emperor in I9I2, the rnajor oligarchies which

had effectively ruled the country reluctantly withdrew fron positions of direct political leader-

slrip. Though they continued to oppose many progressive ideals, including the idea of parlia-

mentary rule, their influence gradually lessened. The modern, the new, and the foreign

thrived in the new Taisho era, posthumously named after the emperor Meiji's third and only

suliving son, Yoshihito. The Taisho era was a period of lively artistic progress, severe eco-

nonric stress, ard a series of rnilitary crises that eventually cuhninated in the disaster of

World War II.

Tlre decade is now characterized as the period of "Taisho dem octacy ," a term coined by

post-World War lI Japanese historians to imply a contrast with the much less democratic

Meiji period and the plainly repressive Showa era which was to follow. A period of social

unrest and major change-particularly in rnedia, education, and cultural matters-Taisho

also saw the relaxation of governrnental surveillance and censorship, those Tokugawa tech-

niques adopted by the Meiji rulem. New emphasis on the individual and on addressing social

inequalities meant that the traditional position of women was qllestioned, unions were

formed to protect workers, parliamentary procedure was introduced, and big business was

encouraged.

The cinema was hard hit by the earthquake. Many of the studios and theaten in the capital

were destroyed or badly damaged, and the structure of the film industry was seriously shaken.

Many old concepts had to be abandoned and many new methods and ideas had to be adopted.
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Oue rnajor change the earthquake hastened rvas the division of production. Jidaigeki pro-

duction was now firmly centered in Kyoto, where there were still studios standing , and

gendaigeki were exclusively rlade in Tokyo. This made sense. Kyoto was thought conserva-

tive and old-fashioned; it was also believed to ernbody traditionalJapanese virtues. Tokyo, on

the other hand, was seen as modern and new, and attractively Western. Whether anyolte ever

intended a division this cornplete or not, it occurred, and, until the collapse of the genre fifff
years later, most jidaigeki continued to be made in Kyoto. Even today, historical television

serials are still often shot in the old capital.

Post-earthquake Tokyo took to the movies and, as did Tokyo, so did Japan. Before long,

rrew features were being turned out, eventually some seven hundred ayear. By 1928, five

years after the disaster,Japan produced more films annually than any other country, and

would continue to do so for another decade, until World War II curtailed production.

Movies made noltey. As public entertainment, films lrad no rivals. Nrnost every/one in

Japan, it would seem, went. This audience watched Japanese films, foreign films, and per-

ceived all cinerna, old-fashioned or newfangled, as mass entertainment.

This new post-earthquake cinemA, as Kornatsu Hiroshi has said, "virtually destroyed the

long-standing and traditional forrns on the one hand by assirnilating funerican cinem a and

ou the other hand through the imitation of avant-garde forms such as German expression-

isrn and French impressionisrn."I

Tradition was thus challenged in late-Taisho and early-Showa movies, and no one nore

firmly flung down the gauntlet than did Kido Shiro when he became head of the Karlata

Shochiku Studios in 1924. "There are two ways to view humaniry . . . cheerful and gloomy.

But the latter will not do: we at Shochiku prefer to look at life in a warm and hopeful way. To

inspire despair in our viewer would be unforgivable. The bottom line is that the basis of film

rlust be salvation." l

This represented a new kind of bottorn line. Usually, finances dictate the bottom line, and

tlris eventually proved to be true at Shochiku as well, but initially, atleut, the company was

atternpting to make a new kind of product. This it did-though not always an excessively

cheerful one.

In fact, though Kido gathered around him some of the best directorial talent of the post-

eartlrqu ake eru, he could not, despite rnany efforts, impose such facile restrictions 0n direc-

tors as varied and as talented as Gosho Heinosuke, Shirnazu Yasujiro, Shimizu Hiroshi, Ozu

Yasujiro, and then Naruse Mikio, YoshimuraKozaburo,Oba Hideo, and Kinoshita Keisuke.

These directors all went on to make serious films, and by n0 means did most of their work fit

the ideals of the "Kamatastyle," thatsobriquet under which Kido envisioned his salvationist

product.

Actually a light and cheerful style was not a Shochiku monopoly. Attractive modern ways
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of presenting attractive modern experi-

euces were by now fairly common. Eveu

the rnore consewative Nikkatsu made a

few nrodern moclan-mlnl ("modern

pieces"). Exarnples are found in the films

of Abe Yutaka, a director who trained

in Hollywood under Ernst Lubitsch and

created such successfttl satirical conte-

dies as The Girl Who Touched His Legs

(Ahi ni sawatta onna, aka The Wornan

Wlro Touched the Legs , 1925).

Kido might not have been able to fully enforce the ideals he wanted but he was able to

preverrt what he did not want: "The shimpa style . . . failed to portray real people. Some

inmutable ruoral code of the tirnes was taken as a point of departurc, the character's actiotts

were considered to lrove within the confines of the code as though utterly ruled by it. We

wish to resist blind acceptance of sone banal moral rule, to use a criticism of tuorals as a

point of departure to grasp the realiW of human beings." 3

What was being criticized was nothing less than traditional Japan and those attitudes (a

repressive kind of pessirnism, ableak spirit of self-sacrifice, etc.) which were still being fos-

tered in sorne corners of the bright rlew Taisho world. However, the cheerful Kanata sffle

could tum just as sober, as is indicated by the fate of several of its pictures. When Ozu Yasu-

jiro's I Wts Born, Bu,t , ,. (Urnarete wa rlita keredo, 1932) "came out very dark," as Ozu

hintself phrased it, Kido delayed its release by a nurnber of rnonths and remained farnously

r-ulnollified when this uncheerftrl film won the Kinerna Juntpo First Prize that year. Md

wlren Oshirna Nagisa made the grave Alight ctncl Fog irt Jclpan (Nihon n0 yorul to kiri,

1950), Kido ordered it yanked out of the theaters three days after its release.

Some directors, however, if they

were cheerful enough, experienced

no such difficulties. Ushihara Kiyo-

hiko, one of those on the staff of

Sottls on tlte Rorrcl, retumed effort-

lessly optirnistic in 1927 , from a

year of study with Charlie Chaplin.

Suclr conseqLlent fihls u Loue oJ'

LtJb (Jinsei no ai, 1923, n.s.) and

He and Ltfe (Kare to jinsei, 1929,

n.s.) earned him the nickname

The Girl Who Touched His Legs,1926, Abe Yutaka, with
0kada Tokihiko, Umemura Yoko

He and Life, 1929, Ushihara Kiyohiko, with Tanaka Kinuyo,

Suzuki Demmei
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"set'tchimentaru [sentimental] Ushiharai' atitle considered lnore complimentary than not.

At example would be Tbe Age of Emotion (Kangeki jidai , 1928), nineteen minntes of which

still exist, a rnaudlin but cheerful romance, starring the "[ove tearn" of Suzuki Demmei and

Tanaka Kinuyo.

Though Kido proclaimed optimistic intentions, he also spoke of "the reality of human

beings," and this not always cheerftrl quality found its way into the films he produced. Here

his better directors were with him. They were yoLurg, they were equally sick of the dour

shimpa product, and they did not approve of official repressive measures such as the "Lurder-

st00d" rnoral codes the government was beginning to suggest. Having now glimpsed the

outside world (even if only through funerican productions), these yourrg directors were n0

lorrger satisfied with "traditioltal" Japan.

Since the Shochiku brand of gendaigeki was both pro-modem and pro-Western (that

these two are not identical mrains a major theoretical argurrent inJapan), anyone exanin-

ing Japanese cinema must look beyond the storylines. One must inquire into the assulnp-

tious of the directors and their associates as well as exanline their conjectures and surmises.

THE NEW CENDAICEKI: SHIMAZU, COSHO, SHll'llzu, OZU, AND NARUSE

fi director who first-and some maintain best-exernplified the aims of the new Kamata

t{sffle was ShimAZu Yasujiro. Shirilazuhad worked on Souls ort the Rocr,cl and would

b.rorc the mentor of Gosho Heinosuke, Toyoda Shiro, YoshinlLlra Koz'.tburo, and later,

Kinoshita Keisuke, Nakanlura Noboru, and Kawashima Yuzo-ail directors wlto were at one

time or another in their careers associated with shochiku. He made nearly one hundred and

fiftv films and had astrong influence 0n those who worked uuder him.

Shimazu's first notable

picttrre, Fother (0tosan ,1923,

n.s.), wffi a light conedy about

a baseball champiou and a

sinple countryr girl. It ap-

parently resernbled fulericau

cornedies of the period except

that it seerns to have relied

more on char actet and mood

than upon plot and slapstick.

It also exposed class differ-

ences in a way unusual for

Japanese fihns.
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In the old-school kyuha, the samurai class was assumed to be on top and everyone else

on the bottom; in the shimpa-based film, the distinction was not so much socialized as gen-

dered-it was the men who were on top (however insecurely) and the women (however

undeservedly) who were on the bottom. In the films of Shirn azu and those who worked with

him, issues of social class long appareut in Japanese life now became discernible on the

screen as well.

Tlre simple country girl in Father struggles with her rural, low-class social standing as

does tlre lrero of AVillage Teachw (Mura n0 sensei, 1925, n.s.). This interest in "people just

like you and me," one of Kido's original dictates, had the effect of ernphasizing "the lower

classes" in a manner hitherto rare in Japanese fihns. People liked the novelty of seeing

"thenrselves" on the screen and the result was a geure usually called shomingeki or

shoshimingeki Such fihns abor-rt the "little people," which would later turn pathetic or polit-

ical or both, began in these light comedies of Shinrazu and those who worked under him.

)ur Neighbor, Miss Yae, 1934, Shimazu Yasujiro, with Aizome

Yumeko, Takasugi Sanae

Tlre picture by which Shirnazu is best remembered, )ur lVeighbor, \l[iss 17rc (Tonari no

Yae-clran, 1934), shows how the director and his associates portrayed everyday people andat

the same tirne satisfied modern expectations.

The two neighboring farnilies featured in the film, though lower middle-class, have

enough income to be noticeably Westernized (the krds sing "Red River Valley," for instance,

and they all go to the movies and see a Betty Boop cartoon), but these lives are presented in a

context very different frorn that of, say, Frank Capra's It Happened )ne lVight, the big

foreign hit of the saneyear.

In)tr lVeighbor, Miss Yoe, there is no social subtext as there is in the Caprafilm, where

tlre heroine is an heiress, spoiled and snobbish, and the hero a workaday reporter, poor but
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honest. fuid certainly, there is no comparable melodramatic plotting. Instead we have an

anecdote and, in the place of an assumed social text, we have aesthetic patterning, in the

Japanese llanller. The daughter (Miss Yae) of one farlily fancies the son of the other; Yae's

sister, too, has her eye on the boy, but it is Yae who moves in with the neighboring family to

finish her high-school studies when her own farlily rnoves away. Her last line is: "l'rr not a

neighbof arlyn]ore. "

Though there is a degree of social comrnentary (one father says to the other: "lf the boys

latew howwe talk about our jobs, theywouldn't have much hope for the future"), the inter-

est is in the design of the narrative. The film opens, for example, with a slow dolly shot sltow-

ing two houses with boys playing baseball on the lot in the rniddle. A tuissed ball breaks a

window (one family has intruded upoll the other) and the story begins. The opening scelte

thus encapsulates the entire plot. Throughout, highly selective realism reveals how a director

can rnake things lifelike while retaining control through that very selection.

One of ShirlanJ's assistant directoru was Gosho Heinosuke, who wettt on to enlarge the

shomingeki tradition, to deeperl an interest in character, and, at the same time, continue to

suggest ways in which the Western techniques of cinema could accommodate the Japauese

audience.

Though some have said that Shimazu's was the first and only influence 0n Gosho, there

were others as well. First, the younger director was au even morc avid student of Western cin-

erna tlran most of his contemporaries. He said he had seen Lubitsclls The \l[arringe Circle

(1924) at least twenty times and named it (along with Chaplin'sA Wontan of Pnris,1923)

the greatest Western influence on his work.

This influence is quite apparent in the earliest of Gosho films extAut, he lVeighblr's

Wfe ancl fulhrc (Madarnu to nyobo, 1931). Usually referred to as'JapAu's first talkie,"

though there were other earlier part-talkies, it remains interesting because of its deft use of

sound. The film recounts how a struggling low-class journalist-one of the "little people" to

be found in such shomingeki as this-is kept front couceutrating by the lazz-band racket

coming from the house next door. Going to complain, he rernaitn to be seduced by the noisy

"rnadame" 0f theJapauese title. Nong the way are various lazz selectiorts, all of thern qr-rite

loud, and anumber of aural jokes-meowing cats, sqr,reakirtg mice, crying children.

Like the later Lubitsch, Gosho found away to incorporate sonud as a structural elentent iu

this earlv film and to coltunent on the "all-talkie" as he simultaneously established its colt-

ventions. There is even a Lubitsch "toLrch" at the end, where a couple take tlteir baby out for

solne air to the sound-track accolnpaniment 0f "My Blue Heaven" (a great favorite in
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The Neighbor's Wife and Mtne, 1931,

Gosho Heinosuke, with Watanabe
Atsushi, Tanaka Kinuyo

Japan). At the lines "And baby makes three," the happy couple find that they ltave wandered

off and left the baby carriage behind.

fuiother iufluence from foreign fihls was an unusllAl number of close-Llps and the rela-

tive breviff of separate shots. As early u 1925, Gosho became larowrt (in contradistinctiott to,

say, Mizoguchi Kenji, already working at the Nikkatsu Studios) as the director wlto used

tlrree shots where others would Llse one. A later filur, Art hut in Osaks (Osaka no yado,

1954), is composed of over one thousaud separate shots, and the following year's Grou,ittg

Up (Takekurabe, 1955) contained, in its now-lost integral version, even more. Other con-

temporaneolls fulerican fihls averaged only three hundred to seven hundred shots. Only

rarc filrns, such rc Shane (195, or Rem' Windou, (1954), had one thousaud.

Gosho was one of the Kamata directors rrost interested in literature-as differentiated

from popular reading rnatter. As we have seeu, early Japanese filrl was nrllch indebted to

drarna. Many of the popular shirnpa dramas had been adapted frotu popular novels. Cortse-

quently, filrls canle more and more to rely upon the same type of source material. Sorne

critics have justifiably rlaintained that the Japanese cinema is singular in its closeness to

popular literature.

But rlelodrama (which is what most popular literature was and is) lends itself to stock

situations and stereofypes. Iu the 1930s, those not satisfied with such limitations turned to

arrotlrer kind of reading. In Japan, this resulted in the genre known rcjun-bungft,u (pure

literature), books nlore closely resembling real life, considered also as "seriolls" literature.

Alnrost all Japanese novels known through translation in the West belong to this gerlre.

Gosho and those who wrote his scripts were among the many in the Japanese film industry

who were dissatisfied with stock plots and characters. In striving for sornething more

approaching truth, they also-perhaps without intending to-prepared for a cinema which

was rnore representational than presentational.
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Gosho, however, the fastest cutter on the lot, was also a haiku poet. There is no contradic-

tion in this. Even now, many Japanese (and back then, most Japanese) included in their

tttodern (Western-influenced) lives a traditional pastine such as penning these short lyrics.

Here is a haiku that Gosho sent to his friend )zuYasujiro as a seasonal greeting on Jarnary

2,1935,

Hot springs here,

and there goes

rny first New Year crow. t

His composition is conventionally expert, as it includes a seasonal reference, a definite

place, and a novement-in this case the felicitous way that first things are awaited on the

New Year: the first rice, the first hot bath, even the sight of the first crow. Note the Gosho-like

touch of hurnor since, unlike the nightiugale, this cornmon bird is not pleasurably awaited.

Gosho's double-aesthetic heritage (Japanese and Westem) naturally affected his cine-

rnatic style, which combined "the haiku and Lubitschian ddcoupage-and how they func-

tion." 5 He sometimes used what we might call a haiku-like construction. One of the best

known examples is in 6vsuti?tg up. In one scene the young heroine, destined for a life of

prostitution but never fully awarc of it, innocently enters into a conversation with the adults,

who avoid divulging her precise fate. As the scene closes, Gosho cuts to abird in a cage. We

have noticed this caged bird before; there was even a bit of business built around it. Now,

however, Gosho makes a comment through cinematic rnetaphor. Brevity and lack of empha-

sis restore to the trite symbol much of its original freshness and power, just as in a haiku.

During his long career, Gosho made atotal of ninety-nine filrns. These were of various

genres: farces, light cornedies, romantic rnelodramas, family dramas, social dramas. Most

rewardingly, these genres are eclectically rnixed. Just as he cornbined Western techniques

with an often haiku-like construction, so he could infuse cornedy with unexpected emotion.

This creative blending 0f gerlres was not thought well of in the West. Sergei Eisenstein

once had an opportunity to see Gosho's early Trickl, Girl (Karakuri musurne, 1!27, n.s.) and

disliked it, saying that it began like a Monty Banks comedy but ended in the deepest despair.

What he objected to was the rnixing of genres. Indeed, over and over, the filrns of Ozu,

Naruse Mikio, Toyoda Shiro-even Kurosawa Akira-have disconcerted the rigid West by

successfully combining elements assumed to be antithetical

The Japanese audience felt no such compulsion to adhere to strict categorizations. Irr

fact, "Gosho-ism," which became anaccepted critical term often used byJapanese film crit-

ics, was defined as a style incorporating sornething that makes you laugh and cry at the

sarne time. Chaplin was often mentioned as the single foreign example.
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There are other similarities between Gosho and Chaplin besides the deliberate mixing 0f

lrunor and;sathos. Both directors-shirnazuYasuiiro as well-rnake much of the kind of

hurnanism which the shorningeki encouraged and which is perhaps best expressed at the

end of .,4 n Inn in }saka when the hero, finally transferred to Tokyo, says: "None of us catt

say he is happy or fortunate, yet things still seem promising . . . we are able to laugh at our

own misfortunes, and as long as we can laugh we still have the strength and courage to build

a new future." And so it goes in Gosho's films. There is a sense of release-the circum-

stances remain the same but the outlook has changed. In his work we calt clearly see the

familiar pattern of joining modern methods to traditional assumptions.

Shimizr-r Hiroshi, a contemporary of Gosho's at Shochiku, made nore than oue huttdred and

sixty films in his long career, though many of the earliest worls are now lost. From the first,

Slrinrizu seens to have fit the Kanatasffle well. Kido recalls that, even in his melodralnas,

"slrimizu conposed his effects, not in tenns of the facial expressions of the actors, but in

terns of the story itself. His composition becarne the expressive rnedia. This was his ltew

tnethod." 
('

Even melodrarna itself was apparently reformed in these early Shimizu films. At

Nikkatsu, directors such as Uchida Tomu and Mizoguchi Kenji were at the tirne still staging

shirnpa drarna, relying on stage sets and stage-trained actors. At Shochiku, on the other

lrand, directors such as ShirnazuYasujiro and Shimizu were using natural locations and

young acton who had never been on the stage.

Slrinrizu's early Undlting Pearl (Fue no shiratarna, I92D, based 0n a melodrama by

popular writer Kikuchi Kan, used natural settings, such as harbors and stations, in coujunc-

tion with sets. Mr. Thank, You (fuigato-san, 1936), a film about a bus driver, was shot in its

entirety on real streets and roads.

Such methods affected the style of the films themselves. It has been suggested that one of

the reasons for Mizoguchi's signature long-held shots was that the actors needed time to gen-

erate their performances. If this is so, perhaps the shots were often short in Shimizu films

because the actors could not handle long takes. Kido noticed this when he said: "lnstead of

using facial expressions to draw the drama out, lShimizu] dissolves the actor's movenents

into several fragments, each shot in a short take. This mounting tension of short shots

becones the propelling force of the story."7

Indeed, acting had little to do with a Shimizu film. Oba Hideo rernembers that when he

was assisting Shirnizu, the director rarely, in any usual sense of the word, directed his actors.

Ratlrer, he treated thern as props, saying that if they acted, they would overdo it. ff an actor
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asked what kind of f'eeling was rreeded, the directil,e would be to just do the scene without urrv

feelin g,

Such treatnrent of actors wrts alreadv a tradition-the "Taguchi ntethod," 1rs we have

seelt being nruch prztcticed bv directoLs such as 0zu. Though clown at the Nikkatsu studios

Nlizoguclti lvas being equallv difficult r,vith his nrore fzuuous zrctols, his ntotil,ations were clif-

ferettt. He wartted outstunding perfonnances and wcluld go to great lengths to achieve what

one critic has called the nrainstav of Xlizoguchi's fihus: a gnutd displav of the will of a

wonran who endures her fate irr tears.

Howevel indifferent Shirnizu nright htrve seelued to his actors, he was not so with the

filnrs thenrselves. If his tLeatnrent of his actors ll'as untraclitional (nrost Japanese clirectors,

thett its ltow, willirtgl)I accept whatevet etttotional interpretation the actor offers), lte lvas

nruch nrore traditional in his structuring. His fihns consist of tt series of scenes in lvhich the

nzuLative is sinrltlv the'r colunron mutualitv. Each episode conlneuts uporr and ertends the

ston', but there is no heavilv plotted narrative ston'to be told. Rather the content is (in the

Japanese nranner) shaped bv the fornt.

In./rtltrtttese Girls ut ilte Hut'blr (N{inato no nihon nlusunre, 1933), the stolry is both

attecdotal and ruundane: three high-school girl friends all like the sanre bor'; when one of

theru rnarries hinr, the other two go bad and start working in a dunce hall. He, no better tharr

the\', begins to dallv lvith

**;'**xlt*: !H
The filnr opens as it euds:

with scenes of an ocean

liner leaving a port. This

is followed bv a patterned

sequence of scenes show-

ing two of the girls walk-

ing honre fronr school,

with the ship in the dis-

tauce. A bo)' ou his bike

joins thenr. The next seqlrence is stnrcturally identical, inclucling the sanre pattenr of scenes,

but this tinre the boy appeam 0uh'in the girls'couversAtion. At the end of the fihn, it is to this

sanre location that the bov and one of the bad girls (now married nrAn and fallen wonran)

conre. Again, the patterning is identical. This kind of structuring does indeed render nratter

subseruient to the form.

ln one sequence, the spurued girl finds the bov with another wonran. Having 
f 
ust takeu

his gun, she rrow Lrses it. The wa-v in which this is shown is fonlalized to an LlnuslrAl degree.
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Tlrere are four camefa shots, each progressively closer (from frontal long-shot to frontal

close-up). There is a shot of the girl, shot of the glln, shot of the boy and other wonan

(unhurt), and a reverse of the girl in long shot. Later in tlte ntovie, the girl finds the wouau

slre aimed at in her bed (the boy having perhaps just left), and the structure is the same.

Four short shots of the wolnan in bed, from long shot to close-up, recall in patterned and for-

malized form the former sequence.

Thongh the film has seve ral exaggeratedly Westem elements (art-deco dialogue titles,

clraracters with nalnes such as Dora and Henry, the boy listed in the credits as a "ltalf-

breed"), the style is not at alI Western, though the cutting does perhaps owe something to

whatever experimental cinema Shimizu might have seen.

Tlre rnany parallels-the use of objects to contain ernotion (the wife's knitting becomes

a motif almost Wagnerian in its permutations), the ellipses (the boy's marriage is uot showtt,

it is sirlply assimilated, after the fact), and the use of startling simile (when a person is no

longer needed, he simply vanishes, visibly fading out)-all point to something other thau

Western rnodels.

This is equally true of Unch,ing Pearl,the earliest extant Shirnizu film. The appeararrce

of the film is so modernist that one wonders if the director had not viewed the Robert Mallet-

Stevens decor for Nlarcel L'Herbier's L'Argent (I}ZD. In the Shimizu film, the cocktail

lounge where two sisters disport themselves is all frosted glass and exposed structure; the

dance hall is all spotlights and geometrical furniture. At the same titne, this kind of ntini-

malism was not only on display in moderu Japanese coffee shops, it was also present in tradi-

tionalJapanese architecture. Though the hero writes "l Love You" (in English) in the sand

with the tip of his companion's parasol, the elaborate playing with the curues of its opening

and closing, employed to flesh out the corlposition and provide continuity, calls to rnind the

visual and structural strategies of the traditionalJapanese artist.

One is also remiuded in this and in many of Shirnizu's films of a kind of structure seeu

in Japanese fiction-Kawabata Yasunari, for example, particularly in his "modernist"

phase, around 1930-where the work is filled with ellipses, Lutexpected rnetaphors, and a

conclusion which rnerely stops when the pattern is coruplete rather than effecting a conclu-

sion. One might say that Shimizr-r's "new method," where composition becomes the domi-

nant expressive rnedium, can be seen as an assumption about narrative design and as an

echo of Japanese literary heritage.

If this is trne, then particularly "Japanese" is an eleven-minute episode in A Star Athlete

(Hanagata senshu, 1937), where thirty consecutive dolly moverlents are used: "forward or

backward along a country road, with the canera always preceding or following the str,r-

dents." 0f this sequence, Nlen Stanbrook has also said that "by subtly varying the angles,

now dollying forward, now dollying back, now narching at the double or letting the caurera
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break free to follow, Shimizu here created a seqlrence close to pure cinema in which the mat-

ter of the film is almost subservient to the forn."u lt is also an example of the usage of space

as ancient as that of the e-rnaki, the painted handscroll where space is unrolled (unreeled)

before us. It is also during this seqllence that Mo of the marching students colnpare their

situation with that of Gary Cooper in llloroccl-an example of Shimizu's fusing of Eastenr

and Western concerns.

Tlre "rnodemist" aspect of the Kantata style found its ftrllest expression in the work of Ozu

Yasujiro, who in his thirty-five-year directing career made fifff-four films, some thirty-three

of which suruive, though several of these are incorlplete. From the first, Ozu was interested in

Westem films. He once proudly said that when he had his Shochiku interuiew he could recall

having seen only three Japanese films.

Ozn was thus ideal for Kido's purposes. Though Ozu was originally made merely arr

assistant cameran)an and forced to lug the heavy machine around the set, he was later

apprenticed to Saito Torajiro, known as something of a specialist in Western-style comedy,

Thus, he s00n rnet his Shochiku contemporaries (Shirnizu Hiroshi, Gosho Heinosuke,

Naruse Mikio) as well as his future scriptwriter, Noda Kogo, and his future cinematographer,

Shigehara Hideo. All were involved in forging the new Kanata style, one which was more

progressive than that emerging from Nikkatsu and other studios.

Japanese filmmakers borrowed extensively from native popular literature, from the thea-

ter's reworkings of Western narrative principles, and from foreign (particularly fulerican)

filrns' conventions of style and structure. It was traditions both native and foreign that gave a

basic linear unity to earlyJapanese films.

New genres also emerged. One of the most engaging of these flourished under the eupho-

rrious designation of ero-g1ff0-??ansensu. None of these three components were new. Nl

were characteristic of late Edo literature, especially ero, the erotic. The g,url, or grotesque,

was solnething often seen in art or dram a, and ?xansensu--comic exaggeration 0r f.arce-

lrad been aJapanese staple for centuries.

It was this latter characteristic which appealed to the young 0zu. When he was given his

clrance, he asked to work not under Ushih araKiyohiko or the other prestigious directom, but

under Okubo Tadamoto, a specialist in nansensu productions who called hirnself a truly

vulgar director, a terrn which-with necessary qualifications-could be applied equally to

Ozu and later to Kawashima Yuzo, who also worked under Okubo.

Ozu later explained that his choice of Okubo may have been due to his own laziness

and Okubo's notorious laxness-Okubo's assistants never had to work very hard. Certainly
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another reason, however, wffi the cornmonness of 0kubo's naterial and its complete lack of

pretensions. The difference between the two directors is that 0kubo created from vulgar

material; Ozu, from mundane material.

David Bordwell has discerned three principal tendencies at work in the creatiott of

Japanese-style cinema narrative during the period when Ozu was emerging as a director.

First, the "calligraphic" sfyle, associated with chambara (Japanese sword-fighting), wx5

flamboyant, full of fast action, rapid editing, and bravuracamera movement, and had as its

chief exponent Ito Daisuke. Second was the "pictorialist" style-derived from shimpa and

influenced by Hollywood's Josef von Sternberg-where each shot was a complex composi-

tion with long shots predominating, rn astyle later exernplified by Mizoguchi. Finally, there

was tlre "piecem eal" style (one bit of information per shot). In this style, the average shot

length ranged from three to five seconds, and the narrative, comprised of neat, static shots,

was associated with gendaigeki and derived mainly from Lubitsch. No doubt Ozu was drawn

to this style because of Kido's partialiry to it, but also in part because of the style's generic

predisposition, including the fact that Okubo used it. Likewise, Ozu responded favorably to

the style "because of the possibilities it holds for mixing playfulness and rigor." e Finally, this

resulted in a clean, transparent structure, something which Ozu admired both because it

reflected Japanese tradition and defined modernism.

One of the reasons for this was that modernism as an international style was much

indebted to Japan Its continued use, now that it had become internationally fashionable,

seerred but natural. The Bauhaus, a school which codified many rnodernist assumptious,

sponsored a style which was colnfortable to the people who had created the Katsura Detached

Pa\ace, that single structure which influenced the construction of the Bauhaus itself.

Ozn hirnself never paid close attention to theory. Nonetheless, he did, from fihn to fihn,

incorporate anumber of assumptions about structure. Such assumptions may be viewed as

operating within the larger cultural nexus. One of Japan's structural assumptions has always

been that visible structure is permissible. Thus, there are n0 faEades in traditional Japanese

arclritecture. In traditional drama, such as noh, anecdote takes the place of scenery and a

kata-Iike structure takes the place of a plot. Whereas early cinema worldwide revealed its

structural elements, false fronts were soolt erected to hide these. In Japan, structure long

remained visible , and not only because modernism insisted upor'l it. Thus Japan's visible

structural assumptions contributed to the West's definition of modernism, just as Japan's

later lack of consistent aesthetic theory contributed to postmodernism. Ozu looked at mod-

ernism and identified with what he saw there.

Many other Japanese at the time also related well to modernism. For most, however,

modernism merely meant being up-to-date. All periods are "modern," though not all of

tlrern so label thernselves. For traditionally-mindedJapanese, modernism was away of work-
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ing with what they already knew. In the West, modernism questioned temporality, reevalu-

ated it, opposed it, and thus defined itself against tradition. This was very difficult for Japa-

nese, including Ozu, to comprehend. In anv event, modernism in Japan was not the

polernic aI affair it was in the West. It was rnerely one of a plurality of styles, though one

which somehow reaffirned traditional notions, reinforced earlier rnethods of construction.

Modemism as a Western style also shared with traditionalJapan a freedorn frorn accepted

realism, a tendency to the formally complex, and a fondness for the elliptical. What is left out

of noh and of the typical Ozu narrative call, in this case, be eqr-rated with what is left out in

the stories of Gertrude Stein and the novels of Henry Green.

There is also in Westem modernistic narrative a certain openness of structnre. These

works show how they are made. Even in Ozu's earliest pictures, so influenced by the collven-

tional Westem fihl, there is a like transparency of structure which is Western only in that

some modernist Western films had inadvertently appropriated Japanese ideas. Despite all the

American paraphernalia, even the early Ozu films show the pellucid structural exposure

which we associate with both the

traditional ethos of Japan and mod-

ernist foreigu cinema.

There are urAny examples of such

visible construction. In the eleven

nrirrutes that remain of I Grctcltnted,

But . , . (Daigaku wa deta keredo,

192D, a cltaracter is introduced in

analytical manner: first a foot in a
door, then the Llpper frarne of the

door, then a hat. ht A Struight-

foru'cn'cl Bo.l' (Tokkankozo, 192il,

nine rninutes of which are preserued,

a series of gags is shown, each one

scene loug, with callse and effect

plairrly visible. Fighting Friench,

Foreigtt Style (Wasei kenka tomo-

datchi, 192D, fourteen miuutes of

wlrich still exist, anuonnces itself as a

Japanese version of an funericarr

filrrr, Fighting Friencls. The Japanese

flavor was to be enjoyed more in the

parallel seqllences and the visible

I Graduated, But , 1929, Ozu Yasujiro, with Takada

Minoru, Tanaka Kinuyo

I Was Born, But , 1932, Ozu Yasujiro, with Sugawara

Hideo (left), Tokkankozo (right)
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linkage of like scenes rather than in the exotic buddy-bonding inherertt to the original story.

Wlren in Ozu's I Was Born, Bu,t , .., the can)erudollies past bored boys at their school

desls, then cuts to a similar dolly naneuver past the boys' bored fathers at their office desks,

the fihn reveals its construction through parallels. Its structurt becomes visible; its cotttent

becomes its form and vice vema. At the same time, the origin of this particular type of sequence

was not to be found in traditional examples of Japauese structural exposure but in Rend

Clair's A lVous la Liberte (1931), a fihn released ayear before the Ozu filrn in which parallel

dollies connect and contrast bored prisoners in jail and bored factoryworkers olt the job.

Ozu forrned his style frorn all sorts of sources. By appropriating and then usirtg or dis-

carding as ltecesSary, Ozn offers something of aparadigm for the way thatJapanese directors

ofterr work. There is a great opeuness about influences. Not only did Ozu learn front

Lubitsch, as did evelyoue else, but often frorn Mack Sennett and from the Hal Roach )ur
Grmg comedies. He took from whatever he saw around him.

Tlrus Naruse Mikio's film Flmkl,, Wlrk, Hard (Koshiben garnbare, aka Ode to a Sales-

rlran, 1931) was also a soluce for 1 Was Born, But The Ozu filnt, though made in 1931,

was released ayeff later. The two films shared the same nilieu, the Kanatasuburbs, and tlte

sane indications of social inequality. In Narnse, the ernployee's son beats up the boss's solt,

and the aggressor's father implores the boy to go and apologize. In Ozu, the sons say they

can beat up the boss's sou s0 why does their father have to work for his.

The wa.v in which Ozu combined influences created his methods. For example, Kihachi,

tlre lovable no-good hero of a nurnber of pictures-Passing Fanc1, (Dekigokoro, I93r,Tlte

Stor.l, oJ' Flocrtirtg Weecb (Ukikusa m0n0 gatan, 1934) , Alt Inrt in Tokl'o (Tokyo n0 yado,

I93D, andArt Innocuil Maid (Hakoiri musume,1935, n.s.)-is based 0n a real person. Ozu

said tlrat when he was growing up he knerv just sr-rch a person. Ikeda Tadao, his scriptwriter,

knew the same fellow, so they created the character together.

Kihachi was also 0zu. In his joumal entry for August 8, 1933, the dircctoL addresses hirlself:

"Kiha-chan! Remember yollr age.

You're old enough to know it's get-

ting harder to play around with [in

English] 'sophisticated corredyl' " r0

At the sAme time the character is

most certainly based 0n Wallace

Beery in King Vidor's The Cbamlt

( 1931) . Later, Kihachi was to be

metamorphosed in like fashion by

another director, Yamada Yoji, in

the popular Tora-san series.
The Story of Floating Weeds, 1934, Ozu Yasujiro, with
Yakumo Rieko, Sakamoto Takeshi.
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Kilrachi may serue as an antalgam of the various influences that fonled Ozu's way of

doing tlrings. In Passirtg Fancl' orre notices how Wallace Beery's eminently natr-ualistic per-

fornrance has been choreographed and structur alized by Ozu and his actor, Sakarnoto

Takeshi. Their Kihachi could be seen as a modernist construction. His personal characteris-

tics are surmised from his behavior: he always scratches hirnself in the same way, he stomps

his way out of his trousers irt the same manrler, his typical gestures are typical. The result is

hutnorous, since repetition is one of the techniques that comedialts use, but at the same

time, the spectator is allowed to see into the character, just as visible structure allows one to

see irtto a fihr or, architecturally speaking, to peer into a building.

Ozu went on to further refine his rneans. He made some emerging techniques, such as

color, his own. Others he abjured-the wide screen, he said, rerninded him of a roll of toilet

paper. In general, he minimalized his technique: "While I was rlaking I Wts Born, But . . . ,

I decided to never use a dissolve and to end every sceue with a cut. I've never used a dissolve

or fade after that. They aren't elements of filrl grannar or whatever you want to call it, but

sirnply physical attributes of the carnere."rr He later said that he had fully intended "to filrn

the last fade-out of the silent cinelna." rl

Such modernist sentiments created the traditional Ozu style, comprised of low-angle

shots, a station ary can)eta, affangement of characters in the scene, avoidance of movement,

full-face shots of the speakers, stability of the size of tire shot, linking by means of cutting

alone, a prevalence of curtain-shots, performance-based ternpi, and choreographed acting.

In a completely contemporary setting, using the most modern and mundane of materials,

Ozu was also using the tools of the earliestJapanese cinerla.

Though the same can be said of some other directors, Ozu was much more rigorous. He

is also emblematic of Japanese filmmakers of his generation, directors able to avail thern-

selves freely of both national past and foreign future. Perhaps for this reason, critical opinion

can even now find )zu not only a conseruative ("the rnostJapanese of all directors") but also

a radical rnodernist.

Looking more closely at Ozu's stylistic characteristics, we rnight inquire into their origins

and nature. Ozu once told his caneraman that it was very difficult to achieve good composi-

tions in aJapanese room, especially in the corners, but that by keeping the catneraposition

low, the task was made easier. As for the veto on dolly shots, there were no dollies that could

accomrnodate such a low cameruposition.

The maiority of Ozu's stylistic means had asingle end in view: the creation of a composi-

tion which satisfied him. This most traditional of airls lre gratified throLlgh the most mod-

ernist of methods. Experimenting and refining, watching Western films, absorbing influences

everywhere, Ozu was also, in his owlt way, concerned with a kind of traditionalisn. This is

not only true of his subject matter (throughout his career he only had one serious theme: the
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dissolution of the traditionalJapanese family) but also of his way of working with it.

}zu, like many Japanese directors (Mizoguchi, Kurosawa, Ichikawa Kon), wffi a

draughtsman. His pictures (usually still lifes, all in that rustic manner typical of the tradi-

tional amateur aesthete, the bunjin) are highly competent. Whether he so regarded thent or

not, his sketches, watercolors, and ink drawings are the opposite of modernist-they are

deeply traditional.

Perlraps the most traditional aspect not only of Ozu's films but also of Japanese cinema

as awhole is its long-lived and still-continuing concern for composition. Dictionaries define

composition as the cornbining of distinct parts to create a unified whole , and the tnanner in

which the parts are combined or related. This presentation of a unified view is one of the

elements in Japanese culture-the garden, ikebana, the stage-and it is ttot surprising that

an acute compositional consciousness should be part of the visual style of the country.

In Japanese fihn the compositional imperative is so assumed that it is the rarc director

who fails to achieve it. (lf he so fails, as in the fihns of Imanura Shohei, it is intentional.)

Usually, a concern for abalanced composition, symmetrrcal or asymmetrical, has become an

identifying mark of Japanese fihns-right up to the films of, say, Kitano Takeshi , andbeyond.

If Ozu's compositional interests can be seen as traditional, s0 too, can his thoughts on

construction. Critic Nagai Tatsuo once rnentioned that many of Ozu's titles refer to the sea-

sons and asked Ozu if that meant he was interested in haiku. The director replied that he

wrote maybe three haiku ayear, although, in truth, his journals are filledwith them-one a

week 0r s0. He wouldattimes be self-critical, such as with the following haiku, after which

lre wrote, "What abadpoem."

Spring rain

Begins to fall

Poor kotatsu.t3

The seasonal reference is certainly there. The fact that the foot-warmer is no longer needed

now that the warm spring rains are fa\IiLrg is, true, abit mawkish. Nonetheless, Ozu himself

tlrought haiku of relevance to fihn: "Since renga fiinked classical verse] is similar to film

editing, I found it a good learning experience."r*

Among the less traditionalof the new gendaigeki directors at Shochiku, and perhaps conse-

quently the last to be promoted, was Naruse Mikio. Naruse eventually made eighty-nine films

(forty-four of which have survived), though he was not allowed to begin directing until 1930.

a)

I
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Otte of the reasons for this relatively late start was Kido Shiro's antipathy. Kido later told

Audie Bock that he had disliked Naruse's "absence of highs and lows," his "rronotone pace,"

characteristics, he believed, endemic to the director's sryle.rs

Light, cheerful, diverting cornedies that looked on the bright side were not characteristic

of Naruse. The director is famous for having later said that "from the earliest age I have

thought that tlte world we live in betrays us-this thought remains with ne." He used to

speak of his cltaracters as being caught in this betrayal: "lf they llove even a little, they

quickly hit the wall." r(r 
11, felt the home was simply too tlarrow a;tlace,yet almost all Japa-

nese gendaigeki fihns dealt with mainly the home, solnething which the director found a

major fault. Perhaps he was influenced in this view by his reading of such novelists as

Slrinrazaki Toson, Tokuda Shusei-whon he wor-rld adaptin [Jntamecl (fu'akure, 1957)-
and Hayashi Furniko, a nlunber of whose worls Naruse rrade into movies.

Naruse's mature style was probably rnore formed by the books he read rather than (as it

was with rlost of the other yollug directors at Shochiku) the films he saw. His style, realistic

yet carefully banal and devoted to the ordinary lives of ordinary/ people, was achieved through

sirnplified scripts in which superfluous lines were cut. Location work, which he disliked, was

avoided, 26 were elaborate sets (which he called nuisances); his caurerawork was simple, even

severe. The scripts themselves were usually adaptations from serious books, jun-bungaku.

This econorny would later stand Naruse in good stead with his prodLrceffi (when he went

to work at Toho, his producers praised him for never exceeding the budget), but the earlier

filrns were praised only by 0zu. After seeing NAruse's Pure Loue (Junjo, 1930, n.s.), a filnr

Naruse later thought a presage of his rnature style, Ozn said that soneone who could do that

well on only his second film had real directorial strength.

Kido had also noticed, with disapproval, this affinily between Naruse and 0zu. As he later

told Naruse, he didn't ueed two Ozns. Iu any event, the director's Shochiku days did not long

corttirtue. funong the last of the first groLlp of directors to be taken on, Naruse was the first to

leave. In 1931, fed up, he went to say goodbye to Gosho, the single director, besides Ozu, who

had fought the company 0r'l his behalf. Gosho scolded him, saying he was still young and

that he would never succeed by giving up.

Narttse did not give up. He went to auother studio . ht 1934 he joined the Photo-Chemical

Laboratories (PCL) which later, under the leadership of Mori IwAo, became Toho. Originally

concenred with developiug and printing, PCL was by now producing filrns as well. Here

Naruse fared much better. In his words: "At Shochiku I was ulloueclto direct; at PCL I was

uskecl to direct. A significant difference."r- Working considerations were much less struc-

tured, producers were much closer to directors, And just one year after Shochiku had seeu the

last of Naruse, Kido suffered the embarrassnent of this disnissed director's winning the pres-

tigiorrs KiuemaJumpo first prize with his WtJb, Be Like n Rose (Tsuma yo bara no yoni,
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Wife, Be Like a 80se,1935, Naruse Mikio, with Chiba Sachiko, Fujiwara Kamatari,

Ito Tomoko.

1935). Naruse's film was also one 0f the first Japanese pictures t0 achieve a long-held Japa-

nese anbition of playing comlnercially (under the title of Kirniko) ut the United States.

Tlre picture came from a shimp a dranta named Tu,o Wittes (Futarizurna; a more accll-

rately descriptive title and one retained for the original release of this film). Naruse himself

adapted the drarna to film. In it, a daughter desires lnarriage but, as her mother has been

deserted by her father, she must find him to get his consent. The girl's father is supposed to

be disLeputably living with a geisha, but when she locates hirn, she discovers that the ex-

geisha is uot only supporting him but also sending money to her and her mother. The ex-

geisha is opposite in all ways from what the daughter had feared and contrasts starkly with

the cold, selfish, poetry-writing intellectual woman whom her father deserted. Two wives-

the one supposedly good is in reality bad, the other supposedly bad is actually good. And the

father, brought back to give his blessing, returns to the good one, leaving the bad one to rue

her fate. It is to the latter that the studio-selected title directs its pointed imperative: Hey, wife.

Be like a rose! The daughter, Kimiko, has learned a lesson about life and she, too, becones a

better sort of wife.

The play from which the film was made, the work of Nakano Minoru, was a shinsei

shirnpa, or "new drama." The melodrama is toned down and the heroines are much more

modern than usual. Kirniko (the daughter) certainly is. She wears the latest Western fashions

of. 1935, walls independently in front of her fiancd rather than respectfully behind, and is

outspoken with her estranged parents. She has what was then called an "American" person-

ality. Yet she is able to sympathizewith the more traditional elements of Japan: she respects

lrer parents and, at the end, defers to her fianc€.
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Wlren the film opened in New York in 1937, one critic understood it as an example of

nrodern trends in that the heroine is atypical rnodernJapanese girl with astory that unfolds

against a background of the old traditional and the newly Westernized Japan. Unlike

Mizoguchi Kenji's Sisters of the Giort (Gion no kyodai, 1936), the film does not contrast

these two elements at work in sociely so much as it makes a distinction between the modern

(Kimiko) and two aspects of the traditional (the two mothers).

Tradition in its ordinary sense is belittled. Mother's classical poetry is made fun of and

uncle's gidayu bunraku singing frightens his pet birds and rnakes Kimiko giggle. Later dur-

ing kabuki, the father falls asleep to the scandalized irritation of his art-loving wife. At the

sane tirre, however, tradition in its better sense is seen in the generosify of the ex-geisha, the

sincerity of the traditional father, and Kirniko's gradual awakening to the moral worth

around her.

Modernity in this film is consequently not a foil to be encountered but a kind of modish

decoratiou. fui office boy whistles "My Blue Heaven," which is-transition-the very tune

the boyfriend is whistling. Kimiko is a modern funerican-like girl who, initially at any rAte,

competes with her rnan. Nso, she has seen Alerican fihns. This she indicates when they cAn-

rrot get ataxi and she says that she knows how to stop one, that she's seen how it's done irr

the movies. She then steps into the street and repeats Clark Gable's thumb-in-the-air gesture

fronr It Hapltenecl )ne lVight, a filrn released inJapan the year before. (She does not repeat

Claudette Colbert's more successful gambit in that film, showing a bit of ieg. This would

lrave been impossible, even in the rnodernizedTokyo of the time.)

Other lessons Naruse learned from funerican films are evidertt itt the plethora of sourtd

effects (often used as bridges, as in the talkies of Ernst Lubitsch) and the constant use of

background music. Equafly "Anerican" is a super- act:e canera which is always seeking

ways to express itself. One of the most singular exarnples is a very high shot frorn over a wis-

teria trellis, by way of an elaborate aerial dolly, which shows the interiors of several rooms, irr

succession, of Kirniko's house, but has no other justification. There are also numerous dol-

lies in and out which are not used for the emotional emphasis Westerners would expect, but

as ornanentation.

All of this is decidedly unlike the rnature postwar Naruse. Still, there is a moral concern

present in all of his better films of that time (the quality which rnade Shochiku-style come-

dies an impossible genre for hirn) and a talent for simplicity, lending the films their emo-

tion al persuasiveness.

Film critic Iwasaki Akira has said "everyJapanese film shows signs of the director's strug-

gle with his Japaneseness-his identity, his tradition. Apart from the few directors such as

KurosawaardYoshimuralKozaburo] who try to avoid 0r g0 beyond this, there are two who

are the mostJapanese in both the good andbadsenses: Ozu and NarLlse."rs Though Iwasaki
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did not stipulate what the bad is, Naruse did when he said: "We've continued living a life of

poverty on these small islands . . . our aesthetics reflect this poverty. Plain tastes like green

tea over rice are regarded as authenticallyJapanese and since the people are like this, a film-

maker has to resign himself to the limitations of this way of life. There's no other way to

work."19

Nonetheless, though Naruse would not have expressed it this way, it is only within lirlits

tlrat creative freedom can be found. Further, the Japanese aesthetic has always found this

rewarding-nothing but mud and, consequently, perfect pottery; too poor for furniture, and

so ma, a geometry of space.

Kurosawahu left an account of how Naruse (whose assistant he once was in 1938)

coped with temporal poverty: "His method consists of building one very brief shot on top of

another, but when you look at them all spliced together in the final film, they give the im-

pression of asingle long take. The flow is so magnificent that the splices are invisible. This

flow of short shots that looks calm and ordinary at first glance then reveals itself to be like a

deep river with a quiet surface disguising a fast-raging current underne ath." r0 0kamoto

Kihachi (also a former assistant) tells about Naruse's nakanuki ("cutting out the middle")

technique "where an entire [dialogue] scene is shot with only one person's lines, then the

caneraangle is reversed and the other actor's responses are filmed."rr This frugal method of

work (to be encountered in the West mainly in fihns with smaller budgets) is, as Okamoto

points out, very efficient for the director and his crew but terrible for the actors. Even Ozu,

often cavalier about his actors, usually filmed his dialogue scenes as written, changing the

catneraposition for each actor as the lines were spoken.

Such a technique rnight be likened to the attitude of traditionalJapanese craftsmen: the

caryenter observes the grain of the wood, the rnason, the texture of the stone, and both work-

ing swiftly and econornically with few tools and much skill.

One of the attributes of this attitude is also a tenet of the aesthetic tradition, something

which lwasaki recognized when he said that "Naruse Mikio, in both personal ternperaneut

arrd artrstic vision, is totally and purely monl n0 au,are, the essence of Japanese tradition,

tlre mostJapanese element of Japaneseness." 
12

This much rnisunderstood if venerable quality of mono n0 aware was perhaps first dis-

cussed in the work of Ki no Tsurayuki, a tenth-century theorizer of poetry, andis later men-

tioned fourteen times in flie Tnle of Genji, and to be evoked many times since then. There

have also been many attempts at definition. All are agreed that m0n0 n0 aware connotes a

kind of contented resignation, an observance of the way things are and a willingness to go

along with them. It advocates experiencing the basic nature of existence, savoring the

conrforts of being in harmony with the cycles of the universe , an acceptance of adversity, and

an appreciation of the inevitable.
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Tlre novelist Kawabata Yasunari has been called the purest exponent of nono n0 aware

in modernJapanese fiction, just as Naruse has inJapanese filur. The director, in fact, worked

ofterr with the novelist. Kawabata is listed as "script superuisor" on Repnsl (Meshi, 1951),

though it was based 0n a Hayashi Fumiko novel. Naruse adapted three of Kawabata's works:

Ihree Sisters uitlt tl,[aiclen Hecn'ts (Otomegokoro sannin shimai, I93), Dnncirtg Girl (Mai-

lrinre, IgSt), and Sounds of the l'lountain (Yama no 0t0, 1954). All are conternporary,

all are to solre degree moderuist, and all arel in their own *ny, deeply conseruative in

essence-n0n0-r10- aware- esque 0euvres.

Perhaps it is this combination of the contemporary with the conventioual, rnodern frost-

ing on the traditional cake, that appealed to the appetites of the 1935 audience and which

won Naruse his coveted KinemaJumpo prize. The additions from the West are apparent, and

retentions from the East are there to be discovered.

THE NEW JIDAIGEKI: |TAMl, INACAKI, lTO, AND YAMANAKA SADAO

fluring the same period that the gendaigeki was being developed from, among other

lJ things, the shimpa, the new jidaigeki was being fashioned from the old kabuki-based

kfuha. fuid just as the Shochiku contemporary-life films were much indebted to the

shingeki, so the impetus for the new period-film was yet another recent theatrical form-the

shinkokugeki,or "new national drana." When the shinkokugeki appearcd in I9I7 and fea-

tured a llore literal violence in substitr-rte for the dancelike duels of the (vuha, this, itt turu,

created in the jidaigeki a kind of realism new toJapanese period-drarna.

One of the first of these new iidaigeki, based on apopular shinkokugeki play, The Purple

Hood; Woodblock Artist (Murasaki zukin: Ukiyoe-shi, 1923, n.s.), wffi important itt deter-

mining the future of the genre. The fihn was directed by Makino Shozo, who had by ltow

broken with Onoe Matsunosuke and founded Makino Motion Pictures, aud was written by

Suzukita Rokuhei, a young shingeki director and playwright whose subsequent scripts wor-rld

come to define the period-films of the 1920s. Sr-rzukita's major contribution to the genre was

the application of what he called "realist" principles to period-films: "l gave Makino a script

filled with real violence, real combat scenes, thoroughly realistic. He said it would have to be

done with real weapons . . . what happiness I felt. Several of the actors were actually hurt by

the flailing swords." r'1 Equally inspired by funerican action films and by such swashbuckling

local novelists as NakazaloKarzan and Hasegawashin, the Suzukita scripts, and the subse-

quent fihns of both the Makinos-Shozo and his son, Masahiro-were s00n popular.

It was the apparent, if selective, rcalism that probably appealed to audiences. And realistic

tlrese films appeared, atleast by cornparison with earlier period-films. Ouoe certainly had not

depicted such desperate emotions as are to be found in these new hgless-all deternined
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jaws and defiantgazes. Perhaps this was because he had come from kabuki while these new

heroes were drawn from the illustrations in popular novels. None of the sources of the new

period-film had anything to do with any other kind of literature. It is estimated that sone

seventy percent of these films drew their ideas from sefializations in newspapen and rnagzines.

The placement of the actors (as distinct from their acting) was, however, still stage-

oriented. Makino'sTlte Lojt6sl Fort1,-Set,ut Ronirt; A True Accounl (Chukon giretsu: jitsu-

roku chushingura, 1928), a portion of which still exists, indicates the refonns he intended.

The acting style was "realistic," that is, the gesticulation was toned down and even the oyama

were persuaded to curb their more extreme mannerisns. Stagelike Mo-dimensionality was

often abandoned, and some use was made of depth, particularly dr-uing the various proces-

sions, arrivals, and evacuations which stud the story. At the same time, Makino ("the D. W.

Griffith of Japan") retained the dancelike patterns of the shinkokugeki (referred to as

"shimpa with swords") with heavily and unrealistically choreographed blocking of action.

This combination of "realistic ernotion" and forn alized dueling distinguished the genre

througlr its entire career: orle may compare the period-films of Ito Daisuke , Yantanaka

Sadao, and Kurosawa Akira and find them, in this respect, sirnilar. One remembers an earlier

ideal, u,akon ),lsai ("Japanese spirit, Western culture"), a coucept which continued to

ernerge during the Showaera, including this new kind of hero who was very much his own

individual but was restrained by the national group-choreography irnposed upon him.

This new hero was played by such popular period-film actors as Tsukigata Ryunosuke,

Kataoka Chiezo,Okochi Denjiro, Hayashi Chojiro (later to become even more famous as

Hasegawa Kazno), and the most popular of them aIl, Bando Tsurnasaburo. These were

young, streetwise toughs who had about them nothing of the noble warrior as portrayed by

Onoe. The sword fights of the new genre, as choreographed by Bansho Karnmori, were

lreroic, but the heroism was that of the intrepid fighter of popular fiction: fast and calcr.rlated.

Nso, as the director MasurnunYuuzo has stated, from the 1920s 0n, some directors self-

consciously set out to study popular literary techniques, after which they incorporated their

owr findings. He nentions kodnn-with its abbreviated statelnents, curt dialogue , andswift

shifts of scene 
-astorytelling 

fonnat which exerted a najor influence 0n the structure of these

new jidaigeki. The restrained kodan narrator was not, however, emulated. Instead, the acting

consisted of lots of facial gestures plus influences from the fair and high-minded Williarn S.

Haft, and the daring and insouciant Douglas Fairbanks. This new sword-fighting samurai

was thus an individual, even a nonconformist, a kind of kirnonoed cowboy-as epitornized

by Mifune Toshiro in one of his later appeannces, in Kuros awaAkira's Yojimbo (1961).

Wlren the young Bando began playing this kind of hero tn 1924, the popular image of

tlre young rnasterless samurai (ronin) as an intrepid but suffering rebel quickly became

established. This Vpe has been identified as the tatel,aku, a tenn taken from kabuki to
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characterizeidealized sallurai, warriors who are not only victorious in fights but also saga-

ciotts men, with strong wills and a determination to persevere. This new hero, lrowever, wffi

also often dispossessed. Though brave and occasionally victorious, lre had begun to doubt the

idealized code of conduct which had created hirn.

In the 1930s, another scriptwriter, Miurura Shirltaro, extended the self-conscions tateyaku

cltaracter. His heros were malcontents in an age of repression. Though Mimura favored the

Edo period as his setting, his screenplays also reflected the results of the so-called Showa

"Restoration" (1933-t940), that period during which govenlmental repression began to

push back Taisho "dern0crac.y."

While the traditional-minded (including those in the govemment) criticized and eventu-

ally censored or banned works featuring the antisocial heros of Mimura and others, figures

of this sort obviously spoke to the larger audience. The populariff of the rtew jidaigeki was

such that the hero's role grew to encompass not only sarnurai and ronin, but also itinerant

garnblers (presumed the early ancestor of the pLesent dayJ,akuzo,Japanese organized gang-

sters) and the various hoodlums who loitered outside society. The post-World War II gang

gerlre, one which coutinues even now on television and iu the films of Kitano Takeslri,

among othem, has its roots in the jidaigeki of the 1920s and 30s.

Early ronin, those in Makino Shozo'sTlte Lol,al Fort.),-Set,en Rlrtin (1912), for example,

were bound by ar,vful oaths to their former lords. But the ronin in the films of the later 1920s

were loyal to no one. Not only did they lack feudal faith, they seemed to lack any faith at all.

Irrdeed, "nihilistic" was a term applied to )rochi (1925), written by Sr-rzukita, directed by

Futagawa Buntaro, and starriug Bando. In this filrn the ronin-one man against a whole

gang of samurai-lives a misunderstood [ife. To his constant qLlery as to whether there is

justice in this world, the answer is always no. In fact, titles appear at the beginning and end

of the film asserting that "there is no justice, society judges only by appearances, it is a world

of lies." This rrray have reflected the view that in turbulent modern Japan, an eqllally rnind-

less authori tari an gove rnment was again emergi n g.

Tlre multipart The Street of Masterless Sarnurni (Ronin -gai, 1928-29, u.s.), directed by

Makino Masahiro, Shozo's solt, and scripted by Yarn agami Itaro, was about two men who

questioned the feudal code. Itwent so far that, even though it won the KinemaJumpo award

for 1928, it was much cut before release. Nonetheless, it proved of lasting influence on the

work of Yamanaka, Kurosawa,Kobayashi, andlater filmmakers. The film was remade (sight

unseen, though the ortginal scenario exists) by Kuroki Kazuo in 1990, and the original

director is listed in the credits as advisor.

fuiotlrer filrn so outspoken that it ran into trouble was Ito Daisuke's flIart-Slnshing,

Horse-Piercing Sutord (Zanjinzanba ken, 1929, n.s.). Ayoung sarnLuai is hunting for his

fatlrer's murdere t-a colnmon enough opening to the ordinary historical film. But, unlike
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The Street of Masterless Samurai,

1928-29, Makino Masahiro, with
Minami Komei

Ma n-Sl a sh i ng, H orse-Pi erci ng Sword,

1929, lto Daisuke, with Tsukigata

Ryunosuke, Amano Jun'ichi

the lypical hero who always battles his way to the top, this samurai meets only reversals.

Eventually, in order to live, he must steal from the farmers, who are just as p00r as he is.

When he learns that the reason for their poverty is the oppression 0f the local government, he

joins them in their revolt, an actftrrther motivated by his discovery that his father's killer is

the local overlord.

Itami Mansaku further enlarged the role of the period-protagonist. A boyhood friend of

Ito Daisuke, he later, along with lnagaki Hiroshi, became assistant to the older director.

Itami's first films were for Kataoka Chiezo, who not only owned his own production com-

pany, but was an actor as well, capable of projecting the type of hero the new jidaigeki

needed. He was heroic without being a superman; he portrayed an ordinary person who hup-

pened to do the right thing at the right tirne. For him, Itami created a series of ironic and

sometimes satirical historical fihns.

{-)
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Peerless Patriot (Kokushi muso, aka The Unrivaled Hero, aka A Drearny Patriot, 1932)

was a typical film with this new hero. In the existing twenty-one minutes, a decidedly irrever-

ent young swordslnan impersonates his high-bom samllrai fencing teacher. The situation

was developed in a nallner which ridiculed many of the feudal traditions, particularly those

which had survived in modern Japan. That the imposter could not be distinguished frorn the

lordlike teacher and bested hirn in a parody finale openly questioned basic feudal precedents.

Itarni furthered his radical humanization of the sanluai in lttkita Akanishi (Akanishi

Kakita, 1936). In this adaptation of a Shiga Naoya story, the good-hearted hero joins other

like-minded sarnurai to defeat the bad retainers who surround an essentially stupid lord.

Itami Juzo, the director's son (who preserved this film and even made an English-titled

print), maintained that the film was a political allegory. The bad retainers represented the

militaristic governmeut, and the intellectually challenged lord, the emperor. Good-hearted

sanlluai Akanishi cleared the way for those later, postwar heroes who s0 rcsemble him. When

Kurosawa's "yojimbo" first appears on the screen, swinging his shor-rlders in that characteris-

tic uranner, he is walking straight out of this tradition.

Along with new dramaturgy and charactenzatton came new cinematic techuiques. They

exernplified the iconoclastic intentions of the uew jidaigeki. Itarni wrote (bravely, in wartiure

1940) that "the first thing we learned frorn funerican movies was afast-paced lifesffle . . . the

next, a lively lnauuer and a readiness to take decisive action . . . we learned to take an affft-

rnative, pluposeftrl, sonetimes even combative attitude toward [ife."r*

In 1928, Itami, in collaboration with Inagaki Hiroslti, rnade Tenkct Taiheiki (1928) one

of tlre first matntabi ("drifters") movies. The dialogue titles used colloquial speeclt, aud the

heroes were contemporary with their audience. It was Inagaki who regarded the jidaigeki as
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"chommage 0 tsuketn gendnigeki fgendaigeki with a sarrurai topknot]).":s He conse-

quently availedhimself of all the new cinerlatic techniques coming frorn the West as had his

rnentor, Ito Daisuke (often called "ldo Daisuki" ["] Love Pan-Shots"] on the set because of

his predilection for the latest irnported cinernatic sffles).

Nonetheless, much of the dramaturgy of the traditional drama was somehow retained in

jidaigeki. This was particularly evident in the sword-fight scenes, choreographed with details

showu in sudden close-up: visual compositions which held the eye. Like the traditional prints

upon which they were sometimes based, these compositions dramatized scene and encapsu-

lated story. furd, as in the traditional drana,one scene followed the other, impelled not so

rtruch by storyline as by aesthetic spectacle. As Donald Kiriharahu noted: iu, say, Tlte Recl

Bat (Beni komori, 193D by Tanaka Tsuruhiko, all that flashy tracking, panning, spinning,

canting, and fast cutting "is there for just that reason: flash,"16

This combination-guided narrative and unleashed spectacle-is seen at its most spec-

tacular in the films of Ito Daisuke.InJirokichi, the Rat Kd (}atsuraeJirokichi goshi, I93I),

Okochi Denjiro, a Robin Hood-like robber ("a life rich in nothingness" says one of the

titles), has a series of adventures which lead to a colupletely decorative finale. Festival

lanterns in one corlpositionally perfect tableau after another stud the sequence, culminating

in, not drarnatic revelation, but aesthetic enjoyrnent.

A fine example of Ito's prowess with regard to the pictoLial is seen in Diarl, of Chuji's

Trcn,els (Chuji tabi nikki, 1927), a film thought entirely lost until part of it (one hour and

thirty-six ntinutes) was discovered in IggL Its gambler-hero (Okochi Denjiro), predecessor

of rnodern ;lakuza-movie heroes, is caught in the perceived opposition between giri and

rtirtjo, the traditional conflict between duty to society and duff to oneself, rendered in terrls

easily recognized by the audieuce.

Diary of Chuji's Travels, 1927 ,lto Daisuke, with 0kochi Denjiro
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Much of the film looks like a moderll-specifically Anerican-movie. Yet it often

segues into a decidedly Japanese sensibiliff. The dialogue scelres are in mediurn close-up,

tlrere are two shots with a forty-five degree shift of viewpoint, and eyelines follow interna-

tional standards. Yet, in the sequence at the sakd brewery, we follow a downward pan from

darkness to patches of sunlight, beams, ropes, and finally to the men manning the works.

A written title appears in this initial darkness and contiuues all the way through the pan-
in effect tuming the screen into a calligraphy surface, a two-dimensional page.

The following sequence, in the sakd brewery yard, isJapanese aesthetic bravura. The area

is littered with enormous erlpty barrels, some on their sides, and so the scene is filled with

circles. Shot after shot emphasizes ceaselessly the resulting circular cornpositions. A girl walt-

ders in circles; children play circular games: the desigu has become the story. fuld during the

remainder of the film, sceues return to the compositions of this sequence, reminding us of it.

The heroine goes to sit in the circle of a big, empty vat; later, children fonn a dancing circle

around the distraught samluai hero.

Such appareut design-as-narrative reminds one of traditional printmakers, particularly

Hokusai, and brings to mind the printmaker's insistence that visual schernes can take the

place of plot. We can readily understand the role that traditional composition plays in Japa-

nese cirterna. At the same time, decorating this pictorial balance are details of a quotidian

realisnt. One of Ito's characters is shown realistically brushing his teeth, realistically spitting.

After all, the director had originally been a scripter for 0sanai Kaoru, one of the first "rcalistic"

shingeki authors.

The joining of concern for aesthetic design and realistic ("undesigned") acting in Ito's

film is evident in the stylization of the sword fights which ornarnent the storyline. These are

striking combinations of rlovements, both those of the actors and those of the carrera. Long,

raciug dollies, flashpans all over the place, close-ups of the various deaths, and lots of

shinkokugeki extras scampering abor-rt. The last of these fights concludes with a slow marclr

through the forest, the survivors bearing the fatallvwounded Chuji through the (blue-tinted)

night, the water glistening, the leaves softly rnoving. This procession is far more beautiful

than it need be and it is beautiful for its own sake: an aesthetic diqllay which enhances the

charm and pathetic vulnerabilit,v of our dying hero.

Set in contrast to this is the finale sequeuce, in which the hero in his hidden fortress

holds a long dialogue through which the rnysteries of the plot are urlraveled (a conclusion

typical of this genre), while elsewhere the authorities search for him. After the open-air

excitement of the fight, and the nocturual beauf,v of the journey, the close-ups are now tight.

A gun is produced to ward off the attackers who have forced opeu the door; we tunr and look

at the dying hero, his breath visible in the cold. All the exhilarating cltoreography has

brought him to this, a close-up which chronicles his last mornent. He sililes acceptingly-
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this is what the feudal world has done to hirn and he (a modern man in Edo times) smiles.

The End.

Perhaps the finest of the directors of the new jidaigeki was YatnanakaSadao, though, dying

at twenty-nine, he made the fewest films. He cornpleted twenty-three pictures in seven years,

only tlrree of which have been preserued.Yananaka's ambition was to further modernize the

period picture. Such modernizationwas the stated rnanifesto of a group of eight yolurg Japa-

nese filmrlakers who called themselves the Narutaki-gumi lNarutaki gang], after the area

in Kyoto where they lived and where they jointly wrote under the collective pseudonym of

Kimpachi Kaj twara.

Yananaka, who worked with the Nikkatsu studios, was not interested in a nihilistic hero

nor in a savior of the conmon nau. Rather, he wanted "t0 shoot a jidaigeki like a

gendaigeki," rT the kind of picture that Inagaki called contemporary drama with a topknot.

The differences belween Yantanakaand the more representative Itauri can be seen in a

comparison of their separate versions of the same story. hr 1935, they both rnade a film

abotrt Kunisada Chuji. Itarni's was Clttqi Xlakes u IVumeJbr Hirnself (Chuji uridasu,1935,

n.s.) and Yamanaka's was simply Chtqi Ktnisnch (Kunisada Chujt, 1935, n.s.). The former

picture was oriented toward social criticism and dealt only with the young Chuji after he had

abarrdoned famring because of oppressive taxes and a despotic government. That a farmer

lrad tumed into a gambler was the concem of the picture. Yarnanaka, 0n the other hand,

was interested only in character. His Chuji, under an obligation to a man who hid him from

tlre authorities, must kill to pay back his moral debt. This rloral dilemrna was used to create

an atrlosphere. Yamanaka was not specifically concemed with social criticism but with

emotional problems and the way in which they reflect character.

Humanity and Paper Balloons, 1937,

Yamanaka Sadao, with Suketakaya

Sukezo, Kawarazaki Chojuro, Naka-

mura Gan'emon.
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Yamanaka's finest film was his last, Humani4, nnt, Paper Balloorzs (Ninjo kamifttsen,

1937). In the opening seqllence, a former samurai has committed suicide. His neighbon talk

abor,rt the death and one says: "But he hr,urg himself, like a rnerchant. Where was the man's

spirit of bushido? Why didn't he disembowel himself like a real samluai?" To which another

replies: "Because he no longer had a sword-he sold it the other day for rice." This is the

fanriliar death-theme opening, so typical of the conventional period-drarna, with its refer-

ence to bushido, "way of the sallurai." But there is an enormous difference. In the corlven-

tional product, the hero would have corne to a glorious end. Not so, however, in tltis critical,

contemplative, and contemporary film. The sword, which supposedly syrnbolizes asamurai's

life, has been sold so that the samurai, ironically enor-rgh, might live.

Sato Tadao has said that this film is "a consistent endeavor to shatter old stereotvpes."rs

The characters speak modern Japanese instead of the thees and thous of sword-fight melo-

dramas; the samurai behavior is no longer ritually stylized; there are no conventional gener-

alizations, and those that do appear arc used for ironic purposes. The result is a freshness,

a freedom, in which serious problems are treated lightly.

In tlre first of Yamanaka's surviving filrls, The Milliln Rlts ps1 (Tange sazen yowa:

lryakuman ryo no tsubo ,1935), the hero is a charnbara (sword-fighting) character as famous

as Kunisada Chuji. Tange Sazen is rneant to be a superhero despite his missing eye and

lopped-off arrn. Here, as played by Okochi Denjiro, however, he is a shambling swordsrnan,

slow to think things through and incorrigibly lazy.

Yamanaka's hero does not realize lust where the priceless pot is, thouglt this has been

obvious to the spectator since the beginning of the film, and his atternpts to find it are conse-

quently amusing. Like Kurosawa's Sanjuro (Tsubaki Sanjuro, 1962), a picture iu many

ways indebted to this Yamanaka film, he is limited as well as skillful, and therefore com-

pletely human. Such was not Nikkatsu's original intention,Tlte Million RJ,o Potwas to have

been a fihn by Ito Daisuke, who would have created a much morc serious and heroic picture

had he not left the company to go to Dai

Ichi Eig a. Yantanaka was a very different

director frorn Ito.

The second of Yamanaka's suliving

filrns is the Nikkatsu feature, Soshu,n

Kochil,nnta (Kochiy an)a Soshun, 1936) .

Written by Mitsurnura Shintaro, it was

originally conceived as a period-rnelo-

drama, after a kabuki play by Kawatake

Mokuami. In the rewriting and directing,

Yatnanaka changed the undenuorld thugs
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into warm-hearted, good-natured people. He did the same thing to Mitsunura's kabuki-

based script for Humaniff and Paper Balloons. The original version has intrepid villains

fighting each other, but in the finished fihn there is little of such action: the people arc quite

ordinary , rncapable of such heroic resolve. Anong the reasons Yarn anakaso humanized his

scripts at the very time when there was a governmental call for heroics is that he valued

ninjo rather than giri, personal rather than institutionalized feelings.

Irr Yananaka's last scenario, Sono Zen1,6 (I93D, which he did not live to direct, ninjo

becomes something like bravery. A family running a Kyoto inn during the Meiji "revolution"

is caught in the midst of the Shinsengurni uproar. The Shinsenguni, a pro-government

army usually portrayed as a benevolent band of Boy Scouts, is here depicted as something

approaching the Red Guard. \Yhen one considers the date of the work, one realizes what

Yamanaka is doing. The wonder is that he could have gotten away with it-implicitly com-

paring a violent and destructive Shinsengllmi with a violent and destructive contemporary

Japanese army. Maybe he did not get awary with it after all. He was drafted shortly after.

Yatnanaka had much in comrnon with )zu, one of his closest friends. Both were what we

would now call liberals, both inculcated unpopular truths, and both used what we now

recognize as minimalist techniques. They stripped sets of all but essentials; they lirnited

gestures; they expressed ideas indirectly through jokes, asides, and short, suggestive

conversations. Like 0m, the younger director began early on gathering about him actors

witlr whom he could work. Though Yananaka used such stars as fu'ashi Kanjuro and 0kochi

Denjiro, he also cultivated his owr grollp. In his later films, he used members of the Zensen-

za,the Progressive Theater, in addition to such new actors as the nowfamous HaraSetsuko,

who appears in Soshttn Kochil,cunn.

Tlre actiug in both Soshun Kochil,a,mo and in Humaritl, ancl Paper Bctlloorzs is note-

worthy. There is an ensemble quality which is rare on the Japanese screell and was only

dtrplicated in such perfect form in Kurosawa's later fihns, such u The Louter Depths (Don-

zoko, 1957). In Yamanaka's fihns, there is also a reliance Lrpon performance which is rare in

Japartese fihns of the 1930s. For example, in Soshun Kochil,atna, the entire sequence in

wlrich two of the minor characters attend an auction consists of a medium shot of the two

aloue. We never see the rest of the crowd, and we have no idea what they are bidding for, but

the ensemble acting, one actor playing off the other, allows us to follow the action with inter-

est and amusement.

Equally ntinimal arc the interiors, often filrned from slightlv below (just as Ozu's films

were being shot), showirrg lirnited period-detail as well as ceilings, Story structure is also kept

to what is necessary, and only that. Series of scenes (younger brother in a fight, elder sister irr

trouble, complications over afake sword) are kept separate, with manypulposeful ellipses in

the story. In one such scene, the younger brother takes his knife and creeps into the house of
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one 0f the bad men. The carnera stays outside the closed shoji door. We hear voices and see

shadows against the paper panes. There is a glimpse of the larife silhouetted. The light is

suddenly extinguished. We hear an exclanation. That is end of the sequence. We are never

directly told the outcome (though we learn it from the context of the rest of the film), nor

what it might mean.

Plot in its causal sense is missing, but all the story strands are forcibly pulled together in

the action-filled finale dr-rring which repressed anger erupts and the full panoply of cham-

baraswordplay is displayed. The whole town, all those sets we have been obliquely viewing, is

rlow used as the men battle up and down the narrow alleys. Though the pace is very fast, the

editing never loses us. From a narrowly frarned alley we are turned forty-five degrees to a

bridge crossing a ditch, a perspective that affords a view of three different fights (on three

different bridges) going on in town. In the end, the rnain ruffian dies a samLlrai's death as

he allows the unhappy youl'rger brother to escape.

Action leads to resolution, though that is not its only plupose in the film. This violence

(like so rnuch Japanese blood-letting) is an aesthetic spectacle. The patterns of disorder are

composed into corrpositions which filter the excitement and render beauty frorl chaos. By

simplifying action, reducing it to its individual elernents, excitement may not be enhanced,

but appreciation is.

We recognize this forced simplicify in the concluding night sequences. This is expression-

ism (of which nore will be said later), the nominally Gerrnan style for indicating a single

frame of rnind thror-rgh everything the artist shols. By the 1930s, the sffle had been com-

pletely Japanified. Expressionisll n0 longer contained any derange d Doctor Caligari con-

notatious and was used, instead, as one rrore element of a complete presentation-the rnind

of the viewer rnade visible.

There are nauy other Western influences in the work of YarnanAka, particularly in storyr

development. Hasumi Shigehiko has discovered elernents from an fulerican comedy LaclJ,

and Gent (1932) by Stephen Roberts in The fulillion RJ,o Pot, and sections of Jacques Fe.v-

der's Pension fulintosu (1934) in the final shots of Hurnnnitl' ancl Paper Bctlloons. Yet

there is also ntuch that indicates earlier Japanese rnodels. For example, Yarnanaka uses a

narration technique, taken from both kodan and the balladlike ncmiu,abt,tsbi, where the

authoritative voice, at first anonymous, is later revealed as a character in a subsequent seg-

tnent. The first scene of Tlte \L[illion RJ,o Pot is a castle, whole and in some detail, which we

exanrine as avoice begins the tale. When the director finally cr,rts inside the castle, the voice

is revealed as that of a retainer telling the daimyo the secret of the pot.

At the sane time sorne of the dialogue might have come out of Lubitsch. Bride turns to

gr00n and says: "That old pot is going to look pretty strange to our wedding guests," a

remark which sets the desirable container 0n its adventures, just as firmly as the loss of the
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lottery-ticket-carrying coatsends that garnent on its journeys in Rend Clair's Le Million, a

I93t film that was enormously popular in Japan. Like the Clair film, this Yarn anakapiece is

also conceived as an operetta. Therearefestival dances and songs-'Just apinwheel turning

in the wind" sings the entertainer heroine, presunably of herself.

There is also much ridicule of the foolish paraphe rnalia of the old-fashioned kfuha plot,

often concemed with military secrets. One such secret is hidden in a pot, hence its apparent

value. The samurai searching for the important container says that all the fuss "makes it

sound like a vendetta," a line repeated twice in the fihn, lest differences from ordinary period

fihns not be noted by the viewer.

fuid since the ordinary period picture is about decision and intrepid action, we have

Yantanaka's hero absolutely reftrsing to do something and in the next scene doing it. This

adamant refusal-followed by an inexplicable revemal indicating something less than a res-

olutely courageous decision-is used on three different occasions in the fihn, attesting to its

satirical usefulness. The film is, in effect, a loving parody of the charnbara.That Kurosawa

learned nuch from this film is evident in TIte Hidden Fortress (Kakuishi toride n0 san

akunin, 1958),wheretheadventuresof thegoldbarsparallel thoseof themissingpot.

Technically, Yamanaka melded native and foreign influences into a most persuasive

style. In speaking about his technique he said that once he found where to put his camera,

his problerl was solved. "As regards this positiorr," he added, "l do the reverse of what

Pudovkitt taught." re (What Pudovkin taught was that montage was "the highest form of

editing . . . the foundation of fihn art.") r0 Yamanaka,like mostJapanese directom, edited rel-

atively little, at least in comparison with the Russians. Editing usually simply involves

ddcotrpage, nothing like what Pudovkiu rlearlt by rlontage. Yan.nrnka's concept of space

was different, hence the prime irnportance of the camera position, his vantage point.

Irt Humattitj, ancl Pnper Bctlloonr, Yamanaka presents a contrast of nvo areas of

space-the only ones shown. One is the world inside the gates of a tenernent quarter, the

other is the world outside thern. The difference between these worlds, the dernonstration of

tlreir separateness, is emph uized in both the opening and closing sequences. In the first, the

gates are closed and the residents confined while the authorities investigate asuicide. In the

last, the gates Are again closed, this time to check the deaths of the hero and his wife. This

reticulation of space -a network of scenes describing a specific arca-rs fitting in other

tlran cinematic terms. The film is based on lhtmiJ,ui Shirtzo, a Mokuarni kabuki drama

that, like most in its geltre, is geornetrical in its use of space.

The concem for the concepts of inside and outside is also a very/ Japanese one. t-ichi

(inside) and,soto (outside) are considered much rnore defining, and lirniting, than they are

in tlre West. There is also aJapanese assumption that the fonner is safe and the latter is

not. The assumption therefore fittingly delineates a story where the outside is a repressive
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governmental are distinguished by its lack of ninjo, the quality of human feeling so touch-

ingly depicted inside the tenement, the closed quarter.

In the second sequence of the film 
-a 

lane outside the tenernent-we find that the

carnerais placed level with the human eye and that all shots are economically edited alonga

single axis. In this, Yamanaka was certainly influenced by Ozu. Though there are uides dur-

ing tlre length of this sequence (one of thern is to introduce Unno, the masterless-s amurai

lrero of the film), in the main the camenplacement of each scene during the progress along

the alley varies not at all-the angle coinciding with the axis.

This way of working is not often seen in funerican or European films of the period

because these scenes could be said t0 "not match," also because their sequence violates one

of the assumptions of international cinema style, namely, that a film progresses by opposing

shots. Shots which are compositionally sirnilar are thought to confuse, though this

Yantanaka sequence is proof that this is not necessarily so. The theory about opposing shots

seems to be based upon a Western assumption that narrative can proceed only through con-

flict and confrontation, compositionally as well as otheruise. The idea of anarratleproceed-

ing through harmony and similarity, not often encoLlntered in Western cinema, is seen

again and again in Japanese movies.

Wlrat this sequence does provide, and this would seem to be Yantanaka's concem, is a

literal depiction of the alley. 0nce we have been led so carefully along it, we become thor-

oughly familiar with it, and we believe in it. One is reminded of the old Japanese studio rule

that in the initial seven cuts the whole house, or main location, rnust be established. Such

ritualized rules werc comrnonly disregarded when the exigencies of production took over, but

itt some pictures, such as those of Yamanaka, something like the old rules prevailed, and

overall concepts as to how space was to be depicted remained.

In showing us the tenernent alley, the director moves along its length, shot after shot. A

precise rendering 0f the street is given, abelievable accounting of its space, alogical intro-

duction of the characters, and the setting up of half of the spatial rnetaphor. This is the

closed and crowded alley itself which, though invaded by officials from time to time, is really

the safer part of the world.

When the outside world (the towrr outside the tenement district) is deline ated, we are

given no such spatial grounding. We do not larow the location of the pawnbroker's house in

relation to our alley, nor the location of the bridge where one of the main characters will be

killed. The temple gate, the fairground, all those "outside" locAtions are separate, distinct,

cut off from each other. They lack the continuity of the tenenent, which we were showrr

whole and complete. Consequently, it is the tenement which feels safe, like home, and it is

tlre outside which is dangerous, or alien. "spatially, Yam anaka-having set up this opposi-

tion of spaces, having fully reticulated one and left the other carefully and threateningly
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un reticu I ated-h as cre ated for hi mse lf a bipolar structur€. "'l I

Among these new iidaigeki, these "gendaigeki with toplarots," it was commonly thought

tlrat Inagaki Hiroshi's worls were sentimental but lyrical,that Itani Manuaku's were intel-

lectual but ironic, and that Yantanaka's, with their minimal elegance and beautifully flow-

ing rhythms, were tn aclass all by therlselves-the highest. It is also conceded that with his

early death (sent to the front as a common private, he died of dysentrry) Japanese cinerna

lost one of its finest directors.

NIKKATSU AND rHE SHTMPA: |I|TOCUCHl KENJI

Jhough 
the lcyuha had been effectively transforrned into sonething more complicated,

I shimpa-based fihns continued (and indeed still continue today in the daytime serials of

contemp orary television) in their established pattern. Nevertheless, some changes were tak-

ing place.

Nikkatsu, home of the shimpa-film, allowed Suzuki Kensaku to make a more involved

kind of dram a rn Human Sffirnry (Ningen ku, aka Human fuiguish , 1923, n.s.), a multi-

stranded story, with nocturnal photography, dialogue titles, faster editing, and a kind of real-

isrn: since the film was about the hungry poor, Yamamoto Kaichi, the leading actor, was not

permitted to eat before and during his performance.

Murata Minoru, who had directed Souls 0?t the Road,, left Shochiku and went to

Nikkatsu, where, in 1924, he made Seisakub Wtfe (Seisaku no tsuna, n.s.), the first of

several "rrew style" fihls. In it a yoLlng wife, unable to tolerate her husband's retlun to the

Russo-Japanese front, deliberately blinds hirn. After prison she returns to her sightless mate,

begs lris forgiveness, and drowns herself. When Seisaku learns this, he forgives her, then

jumps in after her.

This was all very shirnpa-like, but there were differences. For one thing, the unhappy wife

was played not by aman but by one of the firstJapanese actresses, Urabe Kumeko, an ama-

teur shortly to become astar. Here, too, was a heroine who was active and forceful , rf tn a

subversive manner. Nso, since the story is that of asoldier about to go to the front to fulfill

his sacred duff to the divine enperor, the picture would become, in the eyes of some critics,

one of the first antiwar films.

To create this rnovie, Murata used what he called "symbolic photographicisln," a realism

in wlrich all the characters were lifelike, yet their actions had symbolic, ahnost allegorical

meanings. In her final sequence, for example, Seisaku's wife is shown, or rather displayed,

bound in fetters-both a real character and an abstract symbol. That this particular irnage

had been borrowed from Karl Heinz Martin's fihn Von Morgens bis Mitternacht (1920),

and would again be borrowed for the final scene of Kinu gasa Teinosuke's Crossroads
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